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I. Introduction

This bibliography of print and non-print materials on microteaching

is designed to be useful to anyone in the field of education who is inter-

ested in (1) finding out about microteaching and its researchers, (2) ex-

amining many microteaching formats, (3) noting results of experimental

studies on the sub.;ect, or (4) setting up a microteaching laboratory.

Microteaching was conceived in the 1960's at Stanford University.

The premise behind it is that student teachers benefit greatly from being

able to expose themselves to situations encountered in classrooms, in a

relatively risk - and anxiety - free environment. Microteaching is the

act of studying isolz,ted, specific teaching skills that produce high levels of

student participation, interest, and performance; and using audio, video,

and/or peer feedback to determine the level of the student teacher's own

interpretation of these skills. For the most part, microteaching has been

highly successful in producing better adjusted, more efficient" student teachers,

who relate better to the real-life classroom situations and problems.

Microteaching is being used, in varying degrees, in teacher educa-

tion programs all over the United States. The operations vary in size and

depth from small, where a videotape studio is used by several professor's

classes, who are exposed to only the behavior models that professor chooses

for them; to large scale operations where the microteaching laboratory is

solely responsible for the format used; to virtually self-instructional micro-

teaching.
4
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This bibliography contains articles by mo3t of the main figures in

microteaching research. The materials vary from very hroad overviews

of the subject; to experiments and research in specific places or aspects

of microteachi:.g; to very involved, specialized studies of the subject.

There is a brief discussion of protocol materials, at the beginning of

the section of non-print materials. Any material that can be ordered

from ERIC has the six digit ED number, which is found between the biblio-

graphic citation and the annotation.
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II. Explanation of Symbols

There are various symbols used throughout the bibliography. The-

annotation credit is that which directly follows the annotation. The selection

tool symbol, if any tool was used, follows directly after the bibliographic

citation.

AC - Allen, Dwight: Cooper, James: from the bibliography at
the endoof the article "Microteaching: History and Present
Status."

CC - Card Catalog

CIJE - Current Index to Journals in Education

Ed Index - Education Index

ERIC - Education Research Information Clea-inghouse: Resources
in Education

LC - Library of Congress Catalog: Films and Other Materials
for Projection

NUC - National Union Catalog: Guide to Films and Filmstrips

TES - Times Educational Supplement

6
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III. Body

Allen, Dwight; and Eve, Aurther W. Microteaching- Current
Status and Pbtential. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts).
1968. AC

"This is an overview of microteaching's rationale, uses, and re-
search potential." AC

2. Allen, Dwight William; and Ryan, Kevin. Microteaching. (Reading,
Massachusetts, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.). 1969. 151

pp.. illus. CC

No reviews or annotations found book not available !or perusal.

3. Gregory, Thomas B. Encounters with Teaching: A Microteaching
Manual. (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall). 1972. 139 pp.
bibliography. CC

No reviews or annotations found, book not available for perusal.

4. Ivery, Allen. Microcounseling. (Springfield, Illinois, Charles C.
Thomas). 1971. Introduction by Dwight Allen, 206 pp., biblio-
graphy.

No reviews or annotations found, book not available for perusal.

5. Jensen, Richard N. Microteaching: Planning and Implementing A
Competency-Based Training Program. (Springfield, Illinois,
Charles C. Thomas). 1974. 84 pp., illus. , bibliography.

No reviews or annotations found, book not available for perusal.

6. Johnson, Glenn R. Analysing College Teaching . (Manchata, Texas,
S. Swift Publishing Co.). 1976. 76 pp. , illus. , bibliography. CC

No reviews or annotations found, book not available for perusal.
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7. Olivers, James L. Microteaching: Medium for Improving In-
struction. (C. E. Merrill Co. ) 1970. 83 pp. , illus, bibliography. CC

No reviews or annotations found, book not available for perusal.

8. Turney, C. Microteaching: Research, Theory, and Practice; an
Innovation in Teacher Education, Especially as it Relates to the
Australian Context. (Sydney University Press, Sydney, Australia).
1973. CC

No reviews or annotations found, book not available for perusal.

9_ Microteaching: Selected Papers. ATE Research Bulletin 9. (Asso-
ciation of Teacher Education). 1971. Price: single copy=$1.50,
available from NEA, #868-24464.

Both articles have to do with microteaching. Most valuable is the
bibliography at the end of the Allen and Cooper article, "Micro-
teaching: History and Present Status."

10. Microteaching: A Description. (Stanford, California, School of Edu-
cation, Stanford University). 1966.

EDRS Price: MF-$0,76, HC -$1.58 (prices subject to change.
available from ERIC ED 019 2.24. AC

"This booklet is a compilation of articles and reports relating
to the microteaching activities at Stanford University, including
reports of the 1965 and 1966 microteaching clinics." AC

B. Articles

Allen, Dwight W. "Microteaching: New Framework for Inservice
Education", H.S. Journal 49;355-62, May 1952.

"This article discusses a number of possible uses of microteaching
for in-service education, including team presentation, preem-
ployment prediction, supervisor training, and continuing super-
vision and evaluation of beginning teachers." AC

Allen, Dwight W. and Clark, Richard J., "Microteaching: Its
Rationale", High School Journal, 51:75-79, November 1967.

"This article gives a rationale for microteaching and a brief history
of its development at Stanford University. Also discussed
are uses of microteaching, including research and the assess-
ment of new materials and techniques." AC

8
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Allen, Dwight W., and Gross, Richard E., "Microteaching -
A New Beginning for Beginners", NEA Journal, 55:25-26
December 1965. AC

"One of the earliest articles on microteaching discusses the
Stanford Microteaching Clinic of 1964. Of particular interest
are the two formats used in the microteaching class: a 5-
minute lesson and a 20-minute lesson. In an intern evalu-
ation, 79 percent of the Stanford interns rated the microteaching
clinic as the strongest part of their preinternship program."
AC

Allen, Dwight and Young, David B., "Videotape Techniques at
Stanford University", Television and Related Media in Teacher
Education, pp. 23-24. (Baltimore: Multi-State Teacher
Education Project), August 1967. AC

"This concerns the ways videotape is used at Stanford and includes
its use in microteaching." AC

Anderson, Lowell D., "Interns' Perception of the Transferability
of Pedagogic Behavior", Journal of Industrial Teacher Educa-
tion, vol. 2, no. 4: 85-91, Summer 1974. CIJE

The author st-udied intern teachers working through_microteaching,
with the model for identification of pedagogical behaviors, and
found that microteaching served to change student teachers
from passive receptors to active participants in a realistic
feedback situation. CIJE

Ash lock, R.13., "Microteaching in an Elementary Science Methods
Course", School Science and Mathematics, 68-52-56, January
1968.

"It concerns 'the adaptation of microteaching to an off campus in-
service elementary school science methods course using peers
who role-played students". AC

Aubertine, Horace E., "The Use of Microteaching in Training
Supervising Teachers", High School Journal 51:99-106, Nov. 1967.

The article discusses the microteaching clinic at Whitman College,
Walla Walla, Washington, which is based on the standard formats.
It concerns the various phases of the program: (a) clinical
Supervisor Training Phase, (b) Student-Teacher Phase, and notes
that microteaching was proven valuable in developing specific skills
for supervising teachers. The author concludes with a discussion

9
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of a program conceived by five professors at Arizone
State University, for the use of microteaching in training
supervisor-interns.

Belt, W. Dwayne, and Baird, Hugh, "Microteaching in the
Training of Teachers: Progress and Problems", Television
and Related Media in Teacher Education (Baltimore:
Multi-State Teacher Education Project) pp. 20-22, Aug. 1967. AC

"This is a discussion of microteaching's uses and problems with
particular reference to the author's experience at Brigham
Young University." AC

Belt, W. Dwayne, and Webb, Clark D., "The Student Teacher
Looks at Himself", Utah Educational Review, 61: 18-19, 31-32,
Sept.-Oct. 1967. AC

It concerns the training procedures (through microteaching) for
elementary and secondary student teachers at Brigham Young
University. AC

Bush, Robert N., "Microteaching: Controlled Practice in the
Training of Teachers:', Communication, 48:201-207, July 1966. AC

"This article reports a comparison between standard observation
and teacher aide experiences for two different groups of in-
tern teachers enrolled in the Stanford University Secondary
Fducation Program. Findings of the clinical experimentation
showed that the candidates who received microteaching training
performed at a higher level of teaching competence than a
similar, traditionally taught group. It was also found that
performance in the microteaching situation accurately predicted
subsequent classroom performance." AC

Clift, J. C. , Batten, G. Burke, and Malley , J. , "Structure of the
Skill Acquisition Phase of a Microteaching Programme",
British Journal of Educational Psychology, 46:190-197, June 1976.

This article studies the effects of different kinds of feedback and
the number of "teach" cycles in a microteaching program geared
toward improving student teachers' uses of specific skills. It
describes the experiment and uses the basic format of prepara-
tion, practice, and evaluation through written and oral critiques,
audio tapes, and videotapes, It was concluded that although
video and audio feedback did not significantly affect student
teacher skills acquisition, there was a significant increase in

10
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the mean performances of the students tested. The article
also notes that the Acquisition Phase of microteaching
was not dwelt upon, and this is where video is often very
useful for feedback. Ed Index

Cook, Fred S., and Brown, Daniel P., "Does Microteaching Have
a Place in Business Education?", Business Education World
48:7-9, 28-30, April 1968.

"This article is a report of microteaching experiences in business
education conducted at Wayne State University, Detroit,
Michigan. It cites a number of advantages and disadvantages
of the microteaching concept as implemented in the business
education program, using identifiable skills that were adopted
from the general performance curriculum developed at
Stanford University". AC

Cooper, James M., "Developing Specific Teaching Skills Through
Microteaching", High School Journal, 51:80-85, November 1967.

"This article emphasizes development of specific skills in teachings
establishment of training protocols to develop teaching skills,
employment of the teach-reteach concept to im orporate feed-
back into the teaching act, and. development of specific
evaluative instruments to measure the skills practiced in the
microteaching setting." AC

Dugas, D. G. , "Microteaching: A Promising Medium for Teacher
Training", Modern Language Journal, 81:161-66, March 1967.

"This article is a report of a 1966 NDEA Institute for Advanced
Studies in French at the University of Michigan, which used a
standard format of microteaching. The article concludes that
microteaching is helpful in retaining experienced teachers and
valuable for keeping records of teaching." AC

Fortune, Jim C., "Toward a Research Strategy to Investigate
Attributes of Teacher Behaviors", High School Journal, 51:

39-99, November 1967. AC

The article notes the research strategy that has developed from the
use of videotape to attain analysis of classroom practices.

1 1
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It goes through the steps in most microteaching behavior
concerned with accomplishing a specific classroom (Toad,
videotaping several examples of the teacher behavior,
assessing student levels of attainment, and then figuring
out exactly what behaviors result in greatest and least
student goal attainment. Forune professes that the re-
lationship between teaching behaviors and student goal
achievement can be subjected to several formats of logical
philosophical, and statistical analysis. AC

Foster, F. G. , "Microteaching", Arizona Teacher, 55:12-13,
May 1967. AC

"This article reports the use of videotapes in a microteaching
setting in order to analyze specific teaching techniques
in the first viewing, to concentrate on the content presen-
tation in the second viewing, and to focus on pupil-teacher
interaction in the third viewing. ' AC

Freeman, Jeanne; and Davis, 0. L. , Jr. , "R elationships of
Self-Concept and Teaching Behaviors of Secondary Teacher
Candidates in Microteaching", Contemporary Education,
vol. XLVI, no. 3, 215-217, Spring, 1975.

"This article is a report on a study 'designed to examine some
relationships of self concept to specific low-inference verbal
teaching behaviors exhibited by secondary teacher candidates
in a teaching laboratory' and explore s the value of that
teaching laboratory. The authors conclude from the results
of the experiments, that common measures of candidate self-
concept have no significant usefulness in predicting student
teacher performances in a microteaching experience." CIJE

Gage, N. L. , "An Analytical Approach to Research on Instructional
Methods", Phi Delta Kappan, 49:601-606, June 1968. EDRS
Price: MF - $0.65, HC $3.29 (prices subject to change)
Available from ERIC ED Oil 936.

"In this article Gage describes some of the research he is con-
ducting on teaching skills and their effect on students' learning
and perceptions of the lesson" AC

Gibson, James W. , "Using Videotape in the Training of Teachers",
Speech Teacher, 17:107-109, March 1968.

The author describes how microteaching and the use of videotape
can be utilized in a speech methods course. AC

12
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Hamacheck, Donald, "Characteristics of Good Teachers and
Implications for Teacher Education", Phi Delta Kappan,
50:341-44, February 1969.

The author delineates and then discusses several dimensions of
teacher personality and behavior: (1) personal characteristics,
(2) instructional procedures and interaction styles, (3) per-
ceptions of self, and (4) perceptions of others. The author
concludes that the ability of a teacher to communicate. AC

Ivey, Allen E., and others, "Mic
Behavior: An Approach to P
Journal of Counseling Psychc,

-Id Attending
anselor Training",

Sept. 1968. AC

"Microcounseling is a video method of training counselors in basic
skills of counseling within a short period of time. This re-
search studies the effects of microcounseling training procedures
upon three groups of beginning counselors. Three different
skills--attending behavior, reflection of feeling, and summari-
zation of feeling--were the focus of research. These studies
suggest that attending behavior and its related concepts may
be described in behavioral terms meaningful to beginning coun-
selors. Implications of the attending behavior and micro-
counseling frameworks are discussed." AC

Johnso n, James A., "What's New in Teacher EducLtion", Illinois
Education, 56:328-30, April 1968. AC

"This article gives a general overview of what microteaching is as
well as a brief description of the Stanford model." AC

Johnson, William D., "Microteaching: A Medium in Which to Study
Teaching", High School Journal, 51:86-92, November, 1967. AC

"This article emphasizes the appropriateness cc microteaching as an
intermediate research environment located between the con-
ceptualization of a methodological innovation and the complexities
of the field of study. The Teacher Techniques Laboratory,
located at the University of Illinois, is also described. In
conclusion, the author asserts that microteaching has proved
useful for the improvement of instruction as an environment
both where teachers may gain skill and where methods of
teaching techniques may be systematically investigated and
improved." AC

13
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Kallenbach, Warren, and Gall, Meredith D., "Microteaching
Versus Conventional Methods in Training Elementary
Intern Teachers", Journal of Educational Research, 63:
136-4, November 1969. AC

"This study compares the effectiveness of elementary school
interns trained in a summer rnicroteaching program with
interns who received conventional classroom observation
and student teaching experience. Microteaching was not
found to result in significantly higher rat'.ngs of teacher
effectiveness either immediately after or a, year after
training. However, it was concluded that roteaching
is an effective training strategy since it aci .ved similar
results when compared with conventional ,ods but in
only one-fifth the time and with fewer administrative prob-
lems." AC

Katz, Gwynne, "Use of Minicourse Instruction with Student
Teachers of Educable Mentally Retarded Children",
Journal of Educational Research, 69:355-9, July 1976.

This article is the report of research done to see whether stu-
dent teachers taught specific skills by :ninicourse performed
those skills better than those not having minicourse train-
ing; and whether the oral language of the EMR children
fn the classes of the minicourse-trained teachers.' Post-
minicourse videotapes of the trained ,teachers showed in-
creases in only two of fourteen skills, and tapes of the
EM.R children showed increases only in the uses of action
words. The author suggests that the minicourse format
used should undergo revision to be of significant value to
student teachers. Ed Index

Klingstedt, Joe Fars, "Videotaped Microteaching: Students Rate
It Great", Improving College and University Teaching, 24:
20-1, Winter, 1976.

This article is less strictly research oriented, and explores student
teachers reactions to the experience of microteaching train-.
ing. The author explores the problem of student teachers
concern with the "relevancy" of their training to "real-life"
teaching, and through a detailed questionaire administered to
three groups of students involved in VME (videotaped micro-
teaching experiences) at Texas Tech Ur,iversity, discovered
that student teachers do indeed consider the experience ex-
tremely relevant and valuable. Ed Index

14
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Kuhn, Wolfgang, "Holding a Monitor Up to Life: Microteaching",
Music Educators Journal, 55:49-53, December 1968. AC

"This article describes the training of music interns in the
Stanford Teacher Education Program." AC

Mayhugh, S. L. , "Microteaching: A Major Component of the Pre -
Service Programs", Contemporary Education, 39:206-209,
March 1968.

'Analysis sessions at Indiana State University were aimed at
developing alternative teaching strategies, rather than evalu-
ating good and bad behaviors. An analysis of these behaviors
was conducted through r )ad spectrum of instruments, such
as the Teacher Clas vity Profile, Secondary Student
Teacher Perforrnanc, 'ro Withall' s Social-Emotional
Climate Index, Criapin's ,tem a:nd Interadtion Ahalysi's,
and Mayhugh's Teacher-Counselor Interaction Analysis System."
AC.

Meier, John H., "Rationale for and Application of Microteaching
To Improve Teaching", Journal of Teacher Education, 19:
145-57, Summer, 1968.

"This article relates several common learning theories to the .

tnicroteachirig process of subjecting samples of human _be
havior to videotape recording, reviewing, responding, re-
fining, and redoing (five R 1s). A number of applications of
rnicroteaching are cited in the article, including in-service
application conducted by the Jefferson County School District
in Colorado and studies conducted by-the Child Study Insti-
tute at Colorado State College." AC

Meier, John H., "Long Distance Microteaching", Educational.
Television, p. 20. November 1968.

"This article describes the application of a combination of new
media to a six-month training program for a group of
persons scattered throughout the United States. Trainees
were recorded on videotapes which were sent back to the
Greeley, Colorado, Training Center where a staff member
reviewed and prepared a critique using the same instru-
ment as the trainees. These critiques were returned to
the trainee with the videotape so that the latter could be
reviewed in a critique read simultaneously." AC

15



McKitrick, M. 0. , "Videotaped Microteaching for Preparing
Shorthand Teachers", Journal of Business Education,
43:285-86, April 1968. AC

"This article reports microteaching experiences at Western
Michigan University designed to develop practice in teaching
for shorthand teachers." AC

McQuerry, Lawrence H., "Holding a Monitor Up to Life: Micro-
Rehearsal", Music Educators Journal, 55:49-53, Dec. 1968.

"Conducted at the University of the Pacific, Stockton, Cali-
fornia, this study described how teaching skills were adapted
from the Stanford technical skills of teaching to a music
rehearsal. Incluil .ure such skills as ti 'uing in set,
in effec" voice in giving clear directions, in
closure, ,,inuik variation and in establishing approp-
riate frames of references." AC

NiaS, Jennifer, "Teacher Education for Open Schools", Ele-
mentary School Journal, vol. 76, no. 1, 40-51, Oct. 1975.

"This article deals with the problem of teacher education for
schools that are "opne" or.wherethe teacher interacts
xiiore with individua1 students or small' groups than with
the class as a whole. It discusses specific skills that
should be microtaught, and notes the basic difference be-
tween conventional microteaching formats and the formats
that should be used in training teachers for ope school
situations.

O'Grady, Car:21-in, "Look and See", The Times ai;. ion
Supplement, 3188:17, July 9 1976.

This article conceins a self-instructional microteaching course
developed by the Microteaching Research Unit at Lancaster
University. The author gives a short description and
definition of microteaching, especially noting the merits of
audio and video feedback. The course itself uses the
format of skill isolation, introduction, preparation of a
mini-lesson, conduction of the mini-lesson with a group
of students, videotaping, and self-evaluation. Also used
are prepared behavior modals. In conclusion, the author
discusses a new packet, developed by the same people, on
"Planning ,ndependent Studies", which is not published yet.
Ed Inde-
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Perrot, Elizabeth, and others, "Changes in Teaching Behavior
After Completing a Self-Instructional Microteaching Course",
Programmed Learning and Educational Technology, vol. 12,
no. 6, 348-362, Nov. 1975.

The authors conducted a test of 28 experienced teachers, sub-
jecting them to her own microteaching program ("Effective
Questioning"), and testing them on fourteen measures of
behavior. The results were that there was "significant
and stable improvement on eight of the measures; two showed
marginal changes, significant at one but not both of the
post courst te&ting sessions; and four showed no change."
She concludes that microteaching of the self-instructional
type is very effective in bringing about significant changes
in teaching behavki r. CIJE

Sadker, Myra; and Sadic, David, "Microteaclling for. Affective.
Skills", Elementary School journal, 76:90-9, Nov. 1975.

This article is a study of some of the "human-relations" skills
that can be developed through microteaching, and is the
report of the results of a pilot study on the effectiveness
of this approach. This article is concerned with the af-
fective donv in rather than witai the cognitive domain. The
skills are g .ouped in three clusterS: I (I) eliciting pupils'
expressions ieelings and values; (2) clarifying pupils'
expressions of feelings and values and (3) encouraging al-
ternative beN.Lvior. The authors conclude from the evi-
dence that folIzTived work with these affective skills that
microteaching is an effective method for developing the
skills, and that th: lessons taught after the training were
rated higher tthan 'rhe lessons before training. Ed Index

Saunders, Walte Nc. sun, Elwin; Gall, Meredith D; and Smith,
Gerrie, "T11, Effects of Variations in Microteaching on
Prospective 0.-- hers' Acquisition of Questioning Skills",
Journal of E-iucation-al Research, 69:3-8, Sept. 1975 AC.

This article conc mns an experiment geared tovard discovering
the effectivenE;,s alternative methods of --nicroteaching.
It was founC. that those students receiving rgular and peer
microteachin,. :lvinced the most substantial and stable gains
in questioning skill.s.

17
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Schaefer, M. , and Strongquist, M. H. , "Microteaching at
Eastern Illinois University", Audiovisual Instruction, 12:
1064-65, Dec. 1967. AC

"This article discusses microteaching at Eastern Illinois Uni-
versity, including students with majors in men's physical
education, mathematics, shorthand, life science, and home
economics. There was no focus on any particular techni-
cal skills of teaching." AC

Sedgewick, L. K. and Misfeldt, H. T, "Microteaching: New Tool
for a New Program", Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education, 56:34-5 June 1967. AC

"This article is a description of a pilot teacher education pro-
gram in vocational education and industrial arts at Stout
State University in Menominie, Wisconsin." AC

Winn, William, "Videotaping Teaching Practice: Strengths and
Weaknesses", Audiovisual Instruction, vol. 19, no. 1,
Jan. 1974.

"This article discusses the process of microteaching with video-
tape, and notes- that it is effective, but the author feels
that it is only useful instead of supervisor and student
feedback, rather than adding to that feedback.

"Microteaching in Student Teacher Laboratory: University of
Illinois", School and Society, 96:128-30, March 2, 1968.AC

"This article is a brief description_.of an in-service program for
instructors in the teacher preparation program." AC

C. ERIC Documents

Berliner, David C. "Microteaching and Technical Skills Approach
to Teacher Training", Technical Training Report No. 8.
Stanford, California: Stanford Center for Research and De-
velopment in Teaching, Oct. 1969.

EDRS Price: MF-$0.65; I-1C-$3.29 plus postage (may be sub-
ject to change). Office of Education (DHEW), Washington, DC,
Bureau of Research.Available from ERIC ED 114 386.

"This paper reviews the history and current state of research
and development on microteaching and technical skills train-
ing, particularly as these are related to the Stanford

18
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University program...The final section on research,
needs contains some critical analysis of current re-
search and summary of important questions requir-
ing investigation in subsequent studies." (author/JS)

Brown, Bob Burton and others. "Module: Delivery System",
24 pp., 1971.

EDRS Price: MF-$0. 76, HC -$1. 58 plus postage. Available
from ERIC ED 114 386.

"This module is designed to help the learner develop a present
process of delivery for a learning activity developed by
the Florida Parent Education .model. The module begins
with a prospectus that explains the purpose of the Florida
Parent Education model and the reason for creating this
module. Four enabling objectives are included, each
which contair.s: (1) tt.e rational3, .(2) the terminal obje.::-
tives, (3) a pre-test, (4) activities to complete, and (5)
a post-test. Attached :o the module are two papers to
be read as a part of the activities, and a bibliography."

Goddu, Roland. A Guide to Improving Skills of Teachers in:
(a) Team Building, (b) Team Operations, (c) Team Plan-
ning, (d) Team Evaluation. New England Program in
Teacher Education. Durhana, 25 pp Aug-1975..

EDRS Price: MF-$0.76, HC -$1.58 plus postage. Available
from ERIC ED 111 784.

"The article discusses the four areas of team building, team
operations, team planning and team evaluation; and gives
guidelines for developing each one. It stresses evalua-
tion as the most important part of a team development,
and provides several evaluation forms to serve as guide-
lines.

Klingstedt, Joe Lars. "Effectiveness of Three Feedback Pro-
cedures in Developing Set Establishing Skill" Final Report.
Texas University, El Paso, 74 pp., Nov. 1974.

EDRS Price: MF-$0. 76, HC-$3.32 plus postage. Available
from ERIC ED 113 302.

Three feedback procedures were compared: (1) verbal and written
prompting and cueing provided by peers and the super-
vising teacher (limited feedback procedure) coupled with
viewing of a videotape of the teaching performance, (2)
--mited feedback procedure coupled with listening to an
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audiotape cf the teaching performance; and (3) the limited
feedback procedure itself. It was concluded that there was
no significant difference in the effectiveness of the three
microteaching feedback procedures."

Pyatte, Jeff A. "Protocol Materials: A New Answer
Problem?" 13 pp., 1974.

EDRS Price: MF-$0.76, HC -$1.58 plus postage.
from ERIC ED 111 818.

to an Old

Available

Protocol materials are first defined, and then discussed in re-
lation to the skills which protocol materials are designed
to produce in teachers: analysis, observaHo 3,
interpretation, and theory construction. There are five
basic imptions made: (1) That when decisions are based
on these skills, teaching will be more effective, (2) If
decislons are not based on these skills; teaching will be
less -effectiVe; (3) That hierar.c-hical seciuences of tliese-
skills can be developed and presented during instruction
which will cause the learner to move from knowledge to
theory-based applicat.on; (4) That teaching is an activity
which can be subjected to careful analysis.

"Teaching Skills Program" Kentucky University, Lexington.
College of Education. 8 pp., _1975.

EDRS Price: MF-$0.76, HC- $1.58, plus postage. Available
from ERIC ED 117 063.

The article discusses the teaching Skills Program at Kentucky
U., and notes that each. student participates in, through
microteaching, five teaching experiences: (1) instructional
objectives and. presentaion (2) questioning (3) interaction
(4) refocusing (5) summary teach. The sequence of teach-
ing episodes allows the student to move gradually from a
teachez-centered activity to a student-centered activity.

Training Teachers of English as a second or Foreign Language.
Specialized Bibliography. British Council, London (England).
English Teaching Information Centre. 7 pp., Aug. 1973.

EDRS Price: ..1V1F-$0.76, HC-$1.58 plus postage. Available
from ERIC ED 115 094.

This bibliography is divided into two main sections: (1) cites
books anri articles concerning training teachers of English
as a second language (2) refers to books and articles dealing
specificafly with microteaching. Entries include publications
from a wide range of countries, and most have been pub-
lished sirice 1965 (CLK)

2 0
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D. Papers, Theses, etc.

Bell, Camille. A Report of an Investigation of Microteaching
in the Development of Teaching Performance in Home
Economics Education at Texas Technological College.
Lubbock, School of Home Economics, Texas Technol-
ogical College. Aug. 1968. AC

"This is a report on an experimentn1 study testing
theses related to te- azquisition and
reliability. " AC

hypo-
rat:: r

Borg, Walter. "The Minicourse as a Vehic:le for Changing
Teacher Behavior: The Research Evi&ence". Paper
presented at the American Educational -Research Assoc-
iation meeting, Los Angeles, February 1969.

"This report deals with an experiment involving in-service
teachers and focusing on their acquisition of specific
teaching skills. The report indicates that the mini-
course (self-recording) was successful in obtaining sig-
nificant behavior changes on ten of the twelve skills
taught. " AC

Brown, Deanette A, and Kameen, Mary lin C. "Changing Teacher
Competence Perceptions by Focused Video-Tape Feed-
back" . Office of Education (DHEW), Washington, D. C. ,
March 26, 1975. 19 pp. paper presented at the Annual
Meeting of the American Personnel and Guidance As-
sociation (31st; New York, New York; March 23-26, 1975)

EDRS Price: MF-$0. 76, HC-$1. 68 plus postage. Available
from ERIC ED 110 896.

The study enabled a group of teachers to have themselves video-
taped while teaching, view the videotape privately, entertain
cirticism from students and other teachers, participate
in regularly scheduled teacher inservice group meetings,
and view and critique other teachers' tapes. The teachers
then took the Professional Competence Peer Opinionaire
(PCP0), and it was noted that the scores were measurably
higher. The author concludes that "focused videotape
feedback teacher inservice training is believed to provide
such opportunities" for teachers to enlarge their "effective
teaching behavior- repertoires. "
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Childs, John. "The Use of Videotape Recording in Teacher
Education", Television and Related Media in Teacher_
Education. Balti.nore: Multi-State Teacher Eddcation
Project, August 1967, pp. 25-26. A(

"This is a rep, vi.cieotape uses af .2 Stalk, Uni-
versity, Doti-, vi _gz:.n, including its use in micro-
teaching." AC

Davis, 0. L. , Jr. , and Smoot, B.R . , "Effects on the Verbal
Teaching Behaviors of Beginning Secondary Teacher Can-
didates Participation in a Program of Laboratory Teach-
ing." Paper presented at the American Educational Re-
search Association annual meeting, Los Angeles, February
1969. AC

"Using a modified ve.r3ion of rn:.crotea:-..hing--i.e. p-,pils were
peers but were not rOle playing--students received
training in a program of laboratory teaching. The ex-
periment was successful in changing trainee's verbal
behavior convergent questions to divergent and probing.
They informed less, clarified more, and uttered fewer
procedural - non-substantive - units than before
training." AC

Goodkind, Thomas B. "An Evaluation of Effectiveness of the
Microteaching Technique in the Training of Elementary
School Teachers." Paper presented at the American
Educational Research Association annual meeting, Chicago
February 1968. AC

"This is a report on an experimental study conducted at the
University of Connecticut which indicated that teachers
who had microteaching training with their lessons video-
taped displayed more insight into their teaching and a
greater aWareness of personal habits than teachers who
did not have videotapes made of their microteaching
lessons." AC

Johnson, James A. "A National Survey of Student Teaching
Programs." Doctoral thesis. DeKalb: Northern Illinois
University, July 1968 (Unpublished). AC

Kallenbach, Warren. "Microteaching as a Teaching Methodology."
Paper presented at the Conference on Instructional Methods
and Teacher Behavior, Berkeley, CA, 1966. AC

2 2
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EDRS Price: MF-$0.65 , HC-$3. 29. Available from
ERIC ED 013791.

"This article is a general overview history of microteaching,
including a brief account of Stanford's Secondary Teacher
Education Program, the application of microteaching
to elementary intern teachers at San Jose State College,
and a review of some of the research related to micro-
teaching." AC

Langer, Philip. "Minicourse: Theory and Strategy". Paper
presented at the American Educational Research Assoc-
iation Annual meeting, Los Angeles, February 1969. AC

EDRS Price: MF-$0. 65, HC -$3. 29. Prices subject to change.
Available from ERIC ED 028114.

The article describes the concept of the minicourse ard includes
some sample instructional mat&rialS. AC

McDonald, Frederick J, and Allen, Dwight W. "Training Effects
of Feedback and Modeling Procedures on Teaching Per-
formance." Stanford, California: School of Education,
Stanford, University, 1967.

EDRS Price: MF-$0. 65, HC -$9. 87. Available from ERIC
ED 017 985

'This report describes a series of three experiments to assess
the use of television recordings to improve teaching per-
formance. In particular, the experiments investigate
the effects of (a) self feedback and reinforcement on the
acquisition of a teaching skill (b) feedback and practice
conditions on the acquisition of a teaching strategy, and
(c) modeling and feedback variables on the acquisition of
a complex teaching strategy." AC

Meier, John H., Brudenell, Gerald. "Remote Training of Early
Childhood Educators." Report of a Title XI Institute of
the National Defense Education Act, Greeley: Colorado
State College, July 1968.

EDRS Price: MF-$0. 65, HC-$3. 29. Available from ERIC
ED 027262

"Microteaching is included in this report as one of the pro-
cedures used to train teachers in their home schools.
The authors report on a novel in-service teacher-training
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model which was used for teachers widely distributed
over several states." AC

Minnis, Douglas L. "Micro-teaching Interaction Analysis in
a Teacher Education Curriculum", Davis: University
of California, February 1968.

"This paper is a description of attempts at the University of
California, Davis, to incorporate microteaching and
interaction analysis into the curriculum of the pre-service
and in-service teacher education programs." AC

Perlberg, Arye, and Bryant, David C. "The Use of Video-
tape Recording and Microteaching Techniques to Im-
prove Instruction on the Higher Education Level."
Urbana: College of Engineering, University of Illinois,
August, 1968.

EDRS Price: MF-$0.65, HC -$3.29. Available from ERIC
ED 023 314 . .

"This report describes a study conducted at the University of
Illinois, utilizing videotape recorders and microteaching
for the improvement of college instructors. The tech-
niques employed resulted in favorable attitudinal respon-
ses by the participants." AC

Yaw Modfrans-, A.P, and others. "Student Attitudes and Achieve-
ment in an Educational Psychology Course After Micro-
teaching." Paper presented at the American Educational
Research Association annual meeting, Los Angeles.
February 1969.

EDRS Price: MF-$0.65, HC $3.29 . Available from ERIC
ED 028 994.

"The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of micro-
teaching experiences on the attitudes and achievements of
students in an undergraduate educational psychology course.
Of special interest was the question concerning what ef-
fect the experience in an educational psychology course
would have on student perceptions regarding the relevance
of educational psychology to teaching." AC

"Teaching Skills Center. Volume II: Microteaching". Northeast
Missouri State College. Unpublished offset booklet, 197-.
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This booklet is an informational one, dealing with the origins
and definition of microtezching, basic microteaching for-
mats, and the way the teaching skills center at the
Northeast Missouri State College, Kirksville, Missouri,
is run.

E. Non-Print Media (Filmstrips, Films, Media Packets)

Most non-print media on the subject of microteaching takes the
form of "Protocol Materials." These constitute the behavior
models used in rnicroteaching, and usually consist of recorded
episodes--reproduction of student, teacher, parent, or admini-
strator behavior. They exemplify educational concepts and
are designed to *each the application of educational concepts.
Often they are accompanied by guides and manuals, and should
be field tested.

Filmstrips

"Analysive Learning Outcomes". Consolidated Film for Vincent
Associates. Popham, W. James, and Baker, Eva. 1967.
Filmstrip. 27 frames, color, 35mm, phonotape; 1 reel
(5 in.) 3 3/4 ips, 30 rnin. Instructor's manual included.

"A teacher education film in which techniques- of task analysis
are applied to learning objectives. Advocates a parti-
cular strategy in which instruction is approached in terms
of learner responses rather than teacher presentations.
Provides practice for analysing operational objectives." LC

"Establishing Performance Standards". Consolidated Film for
Vincent Associates. 'Popham, W. James and Baker, Eva.
1967. Filmstrip. 48 frames, color, 35mm, phonotape,
one reel (5 in.) 3 3/4 ips. 30 rnin. Has instructor's manual.

"A teacher education film which describes concrete ways of
judging the adequacy of student accomplishment. Dis-
tinguishes between performance standards used to dif-
ferentiate achievement of students and those which did
the teacher in judging hiw own performances; explains
how to construct performance standards for- objectives
in a number of subject fields." LC
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Films

"Minicourse 1: Effective Questioning-Elementary Level".
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and

Development. Davidson Films. Macmillan Company.
Developed by Borg, Walter, and Kelley, Margone,
and Lenser, Philip. 11 motion pictures (126 min.)
color, sound, 16mm.

"Instructs elementary teachers in the techniques of effec-
tive questioning in a classroom situation" LC.
Part of an auto-instructional program that uses the

microteaching process. Includes teachers' and .
coordinators' handbook.

"Minicourse 5: Individual Instruction in Mathematics".
"Macmillan Educational Services. Macmillan Coix.pz.ny.

Roy Nolan Productions. Motion picture. 9 motion
pictures, sound, color, 16mm.

"Demonstrates, trains, and self-tests teachers on techniques
to use in the instruction of mathematics." LC. Con-

tains teacher's and coordinator's handbooks, and technical

report.

"Minicourse 9: Higher Cognitive Questioning - Advanced

Levels. Lesson 4". Far West Laboratory for Edu-
cational Research and Development. Macmillan Co.

1972. Motion picture. 16 min., sound, color, 16mm.

"Shows teachers how to use evalaative questions in class sit-
uations. Students are asked to evaluate issues, including

questions about works of art." LC NUUC

"Minicourse 9: Higher Cognitive Questioning - Advanced Levels.
Introduction." Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development. Macmillan Company. 1972.

Motion picture. 13 min., sound, color, 16mm.

"Introduces teachers to the contents of minicourse 9, explain-
ing the microteaching and evaluation sequences." LC

"Protocol Materials on Classroom Interaction." Far West
Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
and the Stanford Center for Research and Development

2 6
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in Teaching.. David C. Berliner, Project Director.
197-. Motion picture and instructor guide. 16mm, black
and white, guide. Individual films and prices:

1. Using Student Ideas $ 60. 00
(8 min. film, 29 pp. manual)

:
2. ,es son Organization $110. 00

;21 min. film, 38 pp. manual)
3. Praise and Corrective Feedback 90. 00

(14 min. film, 46 pp. manual)

4. Questioning 100. 00
(17 min. film, 34 pp. manual)

Complete package (all 4 units) $306. 00

Each of the four films is available for 5-day rental at
$15. Q0/film. Cumplete unit (fcur fihr..$) is $54. 00 for
5-day rental.

These films focus on teacher behairior, providing examples of
Using Student Ideas, Lesson Organization, Praise and
Corrective Feedback and. Questioning. Available from
NRDC.

"Protocol Materials on Classroom Management". Utah State
University, Walter R. Borg, Project Director. 197-.
16mm color film, instructor guide, evaluation materials,
student guide. Films and prices:
1. Group Alerting (8 min. , 42 pp. $ 65. 00

student guide)

2. Learner Accountability (9 min, 44 pp.- 70. 00
student guide)

3. Transitions (20 min. , 56 pp. student guide) 145. 00

4. Withitness (11 min. , 49 pp. student guide) 70. 00

Complete package (all four above) $298. 00
5-day rental each 15. 00

complete 54. 00

These films, based on the research of J. S. Kounin, are intended
to aid teachers in under standing the concepts and applying
the skills that Kounin found to be associated with high levels
of pupil work involvement and low levels of deviant behavior.
Available from NRDC.
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"Protocol Materials in Developmental Reading." Bucknell
University, William H. Heiner, Project Director. ITV-.
Black and white film, 16mm, instructor manual, al-
ternate manual available for use as an inservice pro-
gram for school administrators. Individual films and
prices:
1. Informal Reading Readiness (25 min.) $150.00
2. Letter Identification (15 min.) 105.00

3. Phonic Analysis (25 min.) 185.00
4. Oral-Silent Reading (15 min.) 105.00

5. Eye-Voice Span (15 min.) 105.00

6. Vocabularly. Expansion (20 min. ) 135.00
7. Word-by-word Oral Reading (6 min.) 90.00

-8. Individual Reading Rates (23 min.)
.

145.00

9. Misassociations in Readi.-rag (15 min.) 120.00

10. Word Identification Cues (10 min.) 190.00

Permission is granted for unlimited reproduction of printed
materials.

The films depict specific types of behaviors that student teachers
in reading will encounter in a classroom situation. Each
film defines a concept in reading and illustrates it in posi-
tive and negative behaviors. Available from NRDC.

"Protocol Materials on Group Process". Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research and Development, and the Stanford
Center for Research and Development in Teaching, David
Berliner, Project Director. 197-. Motion picture and instruc-
tor guide. 16mm, black and white, 137 pp. guide.
dual films and prices:

Indivi-

1. Stages of Group Growth (13 min.) $ 80.00
2. Task Roles (13 min.) 80.00
3. Unifying Roles (15 min.) 90.00
4. Anti-Group Roles (12 min.) 70.00
Total package $288.00

Each film is available for 5-day rental at $15.00 /film.
Complete unit (four films) is $54.00 for 5-day rental.

These films introduce concepts useful in interpreting pupil behavior
and provide instances of stages of Group Growth, Task Roles,
Unifying Roles, and Anti-Group Roles. Available from NRDC.
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'Protocol Materials: Re
State Universit

Director. 197- IVIL

color, guide. iii

The Sociolui
East Egg .'W

about the .-,CC

and soci ff:y

11 min.

2. The Ide
Beliefs al 2

beliefs ar-'

Manifesto

-24--

sponding to Literature". California

-idge, Richard W. Lid, Project
Dicture s and guides. 16mm,
films and prices:

ontent of Literature:
g (Readers talk
Ion of the individual

e Great Gatsby).

c1 Content of Literature:
(reader talks about
in The Mama Loss

Simon).12 min.,

3. The Episte._-11

Mind of Hu.-71-!0(

ways of kn:7

4. The Ontolc_
Raft and tr
in HucklebE

5. Convention
(reader talk F-

Frost's "Firc
"Poison Thee'

6. Authorial Vc
of Edgar
and his stcr_

7. Diction ix. r.itit

(reader
"Sonnet =ow
12 min.

$ 75. CO

$115.00

Content of Literature: The $110.00
Finn (reader-talk about

duckleberry Finn) 12 min.

-.tent of Literature: The
(reader talk about reality

...71) 12.5 min. $115.00

zature: Happy Ending
literary patterns in

Ice", also Blake's
e.e. cummings). 12 min.

Literature: The Mystery
(reader talk about Poe

10.5 min.

- ure: Beautiful Words
language in Shakespeare's
e.e. cummings "in just-")

8. Structure _ature: The Shape of Life
(reader t shape in Hemmingway's
"Old Man -ridge") 12 min.

$110.00

$ 95.00

$11.00

$110.00

Each order incl --21, one guide, additional guides $1.50. Each
film, with the G " is available for 5-day rental for
$15.00 per film.

The films in this series each describe concepts relevant to
understanding how adolescent readers respond to literary works
and each concept identifies an aspect of literature that in-
duces emotional and cognitive responses. The films are de-
signed to illuminate some of the puzzling statements students
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are aat make in classrooms. Each fiLm can be used sep-
aratal or in coMbination with the others. Ilvailable from

uP...otocc aas on Teacher Language'. Produced Utah State
UH Walter R. Borg, Proje=t Director. :.%7-/
1,277at: and white fflm, instrm=tor 71at7Lon

tudent

FiLmIT and :ices:

1. 1ri _O min., ED pp. it guide)
2. E (9,min., 66' PP-
3. Er-1-)u. ,ment (7 min., 65 :p. "

4. a...o:,ens- in (8 min., 58 pp."

5. -aee-'),- : (8 min., 58 pp. "

E. :Jr- ation (10 min., 71 ?P- "

pakage (all six abL-ve)
tal

$ 65.00
60.00
50.00
60.0C

")

$302.00
each S 15.00

complete $ 21.00

mod.tItes deal with specific teaching concepts and skills,
sao.:: as cL:arity, questioning, strategy, redirection, praise,

of s==dent ideas, cueing, emphasis, summary raview, and
--Lructuring. Available from NRDC

"Pupil Produced by NRDC, 1975-76. 16mm bla_ok and white
-L-Jim; JSE s guide.

rices:

Am.a: :s: Madison Avenue anc the Twelve-
';'.1.d Mind (6 min.)

. 1.,:z.luon: No Body Contact (8 min.)
CtamIE-te of two films
5 da: -o-s-r=m1

$ 40.00
$ 50.00
$ 76.00

each $ 15.00
set 10% discount

se ijlzis depict learning results desired from instruction
a_=t, .id:7ntified in Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive Outcomes.

ari from NRDC

"Self-ConaEr-t, Produced by NRDC, 1975-76. 16mm color film; student
guide =eacher guide; evaluation materials; field test report.

Films prices:

1. Self-. -arception (14 min.)

2. Teach:_ Anger (11.5 min.)
3. Ve---1- -)escription I (12 =in.)
4. verr.a: _.,escription II (9 =in.)

Comple-..; := 'Df four

3 0

$130.00
105.00
110.00
85.00

$365.00
c-ach $ 15.00

comr -,yte 10% discount



The

Media Pac,..et:.

,LLs ar-e designed to hr,A.p teachers _ ve student's
Th. 31:wafaable frc:7 NTDC.

"Basic At.:endi:

Microtra
reeLs cr

:vey, Glucksterr. Norma B-
. Ansioci__:es, Inc., Producer. -1-7.7tape (3

inch and cassatte forma leader and
--nuals (=approx. 2;1 hrs. of tame.

Price:
3 reels -
10 reels -
Leader mann1
Participant TC4-

A, cassette $355
"ch. cassette $485

ant.d )ne participant) $9.75
ua1 i,g, 4.95

This packet focuses: con

Attending 2r

(accurate
integration cd:z_
leads. The pa=::
training,
interestei
Beatrice T7essDe:
City Comm=nity

xm basic attending skills ..zn: microcounselit;T:

,2 contact, etc.); questions, paraphrasing
reflection of feeling, 7ammarization;

ing skills, scoring of i=mrviewing
is iesigned in the common f.--::=at of mimrc-
,T.r the inexperienced or advmnced helper

interv:awing- Reviewee:_ and used by
State, Hayrd; and T m :Reade, N.Y.

2

"Basic Influencing ari_"--1E Ivey, ALler; and Glucks_-..-zn.. Norma :B.

Microtrai-ni rig .-.tes, Inc.. Pr-....z...-amer. 1E76. videotape
(3. or 8 reeL-s) -.articiriant manuals.

Price:
3 reels - inch: _21:E, cassette $365

8 reels - Z477.. cassette $495
Leader manual (amd Tina participant) .:Z9.75

Participant mm17,

This packet assumes ,L),sic competencipms in attending and listenin.7
skills-aapreregWe-ites. --The -i-nterclew is mresented as a
process of int:drpersonal influence. Included is systematic
instruction ---Ative dimensions of help:;ng such as
empathy, rest_ot, cm=creteness, and genuineness. Reviewed
and used by E,T. -t-h:ce Pressley, Cal. State, Hayward; and Tom
Reade, N.Y. -Community College.

"Competency-Based Produced by NRDC, 1S75-76. Filmstripr
and Audio cassette, users guide-

Filmstrips and pricas:

1. Competency-TG-Rsed Education: Ar_Introduct.L.nn

2. Commetency-aesed Teacher Education in the
Northwest: V.eziztions on a Theme

31
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CBTE in Washington :0.00
CETE at Western Washington State College

.

3. CBTE in Oregon '3.00
6. CBTE in Oregon College of Education 0.00
7. CETE at the Univer-sity of Idaho
8, CETE at Idaho State University
9. CBTE in the Northwest: A First Look at

Costs and Benefits OO
Complete Package (9 units)

This series is designed to provide concrete examples cf
Trams in Northwest Consortium. The first filmstri
&aces the basic concepts of CBTE and the series as
The second describes the application of these conce:ot
teacher preparation as in the Com Field Model pr,9 rs
model has guided the development of CBTE program--; '
region. The rest of the filmstrips then describe
concepts in the Com Field Bodel have beeh implemanted 2n
different states and institutions. The last deLls
costs and benefits. Available from NRDC.

"Effective Questioning--A Self-Instructional Microteac_inq 'rse

for In-Service and Trainee Teachers". 1975. VL
and book. 5 cassettes, 3 books. Perrot, Elizabe:
Peterborough, England: Guild Sound and Vision, p-_.,llsIt-ar.

"Protocol Materials on Black Dialects." Produced by Serr Illi-
nois University at Edwardsville, Theresa R. Love ?ic)ject
Director. 197-. Audio cassette tapes, manuals.

Cassette tapes:

1. Twelve Black Dialect Features (62 min.)
2. Pre-test and Post-Test (10 min.)

Manuals:

1. Instructor Manuals (8 pp.)
2. Student Manual (113 pp.)
3. Test Package (12 lesson criterion: tests,

pre-tests, post-test, 30 pp.)
Complete package
5 day rental per tape
Rental as a unit

.7.: 15.00

.7 15.00

$ 0.80
$ 1.13

0.30
$

8 7.50
9.DD

These materials are designed to help pre-service and ins:.2rvite, teachers
recognise the morphological and syntactic features of the variant
dialect. Examples of twelve features of this kinfli of English
are illustrated by excerpts of conversations of intermediate ele-
mentary school children from East St. Louis, Illinis. The tapes
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in -.721c1-_ the materials

classes, dese;
an& post-test are de

-11ges vtich might occu
_7=ocol materials. 2L:Ara:

2E-

,:a,TAage se a self-in :nal

CC ''F:2 used in SMall
17--tor Mi.ua suggests spe-Iti: ys

-De --r1 education

vorkaops, etc. -.:e-

,1,7-ned to indicate attitud-

a rei.3u1t of the use of ti -
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"IrotoccL_ikIaterials on Instruct--,-IaL Conce77=sm. Produced

Un:-.7ars=tv of Colorado, CcLeste P. -:::D0dLey, Project a'f,n_or-.
Lotion pictures, ff i.rir Teacher guide, .777:_ulr:

ha=lout.

color
1. 2onceptuaLizing the Pr7..csss cf Instruction

(8 77'4"..) 7

2. Verbal Interactiom in tre Cog=itiva Dimen-
sion (15 min.) --

3. Ortanisinc Facts to Taa==t1-----g=1-1 Re-
larionshin,-, (14 min.) $:

4. Fair Verbal Behavior (L-
FiLmstrips, color
5. Learners and Their Characteristics $ 30.:D

a. 'Attitudes Toward School- (2C min.
(no cassette)

b. "Instructional A1ternati-es"(2'3 min.)
(with cassette)

Complete package (all 5 above)

Each unit comes with one Teacher's Guide and one copy =f tfta
s; -Iant handout. Permission granted for unlimited re===t=tion
of the student materials.

Evaluation Report
Remtal (5 day)
Cctplete package (all 5 above, 5 day)

:

S L3.00/Ei1m
C 33-30

These materials are designed to aid teachers in developing comtentual
analytical, and interpretive skills while observinc reproduc-
tions of behavior that portray conceots'in teachinc and learn-
ing- They are useftL for self-instruction by presar-ice and
insexvice teachers, and for cortetency-based teac?-rr
Ittograms. Available from NRDC_

"Protocrl Matsrials on Role Concepts-. Produced by Uni -rsitv: of
ataoxado, Celeste P. Woodley, 1,==ect Director. 1SY -.CoL.or
fimstrips with cassettes.

Filmstrips and nrices:

1. RoLe Conflict (15 min-
2- .ConZormity (20 min.)
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C ...cns.nsus (15 min.)
4 s1ion, idemt-ify, 3 , Role (15 min.)

7.--'et of 4

5

Cc .:s.1._,L.te _set of 4 (5 day ret1 ;

$ 25.00
$ 25.00
$ 85.00
$ 7.50 each
$ 27.00

are designee acid de..s in deveLooimg an
u: de=7:7=1.ina of social as Lt relates to social

stability; for Stiers 1 high school and lower
n-olLege classes. Thl.e. units zmalyz.e abstract con-

...L.gmificant for tz-_-tz ::-....and-tng -and interpreting social

Available

...econdar Te,-..achers. ALle. 7:dont end Others. York: Gen-
Corporation.

"s mt].:7.:imeif...m package consist.- cf. written mate-.7.L.L__r. describing
-eic_nhtee.771 -teaching skills a': J. Sr= color -501.---± iir s of teachers

s;trat.7. ing the skills a miczoteachin ..._:ttt_ation". AC

,..L-) 4
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Ty. fidresses

For ma Leria:.1: i iblioc=aphy

These are generAly by DU iishei a:_itributcs, or paane at whi=h
research was dolne.

Addison-Wesaey -Publishing Cc., g, Mass. 01867.

Amherst Puhlishing, University c_ :v;aTsachusetts, AMherst, Ita C1002.

ATE Association of Teacher Ed, -t 7E, 1201 16th St., UM, Kezzing-
ton, DC 20036.

ERIC Document- Reproduction Ser-Itcl_ .0. Box 1930, Arlingto V2i 22210.

General Learning Corporati_l, I-Z. $t., NT, NY 1002.Z.

Guild Sound and Vision, Peterh7=u= England.

Mamaillan Publisling Co., :Inc., E.Lv:rside, reIe, Jersye 08075, A7TU:

Order Department.

C,E. Merrill PobliSning CoilnpanT, Alu, Creek Dr., Cobts
OE 43216.

Mi_orctraining Associates, izc., x 641 Nort:n Amherst, MA 010ED.

NEA: Publications - Sales Secticn, National Eaucatioz Association,
1201 16th St.,' NW, 'Washington, DC 20036.

NRDC: National Resource and Dissemination Center, Division of
Educational Resourr:es, 1Jni24'ersity of South Florfda, Tampa,

FLorida,

Prz-r-Ttice-Ea11. Engiewand (711:Efs New Jer:sey 07632.

S. F.-Aft Publishing Comma:- -, Kam:A-Lace., Texas.

Universitri Pre. ew Sauth Wales 2006, Ata.

Soil:L.__ of Ecos Enoics xa Temitartal College.

7943.9._

Char_r,:s 2. Thomas, :.3ast lawre.:ce Ave., SpringfiaPI, IL_inois

6=17-

The Times Edutatdonal SuopLement, New :-rinting House Sq=nrci., L:ndon,
Englamd, SZIX 8EZ.

Colle of Enginserinc, University of Illinois, urbana, IllincLs,
61801.

Univiarsity cf rfalijnrnia Press, Darvi:s

Vi2vs-,nt AEates, P.O. Box 2471,,, Lms Angeles, Calif==mia 90024.
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V. Addresses for Additional Protocols and Related Materials

Educational Development Center, 15 Mifflin Place, Cambridge, MA
02138

University of California, Extension Media Center, Berkeley, 7.1:A,
94720

Indiana University, National Center for the Design of Teacher
Training Materials in Education, School of Education, Bloom-
ington, IN 47401

Michigan State University, Marketing Division, Instructional Media
Center, East Lansing, MI 48624

Professional Development Systems, 2149 Shattuck Ave., Suite 904,
Berkeley, CA 94704.

State University of New Yara at Buffala, Project in Ethnogramhy in
Education, Center far Studies of Cultural Transmission, 4242
Ridge Lea Road, AMherst, NY 14426.

Salem State College, Day Care Training Institute, Arts and Sciences
Building, Salem, MA 01970.

Campus Films Distribution Corp., 20 East 46t-_-2. St., New York, NY
10017.

Science Research Associates, _Mc., 1340 Page-Y-111 Rd., Palo Alta,
CA 94304
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